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1 https://youtu.be/bz9HUk5IAio

About Vicon ProCalc

ProCalc is a software application that makes it easy to develop, implement, 
test and routinely run biomechanical models calculating kinematic 
variables, parameters and events. ProCalc is based on a graphical user 
interface (GUI), and does not require the use of a script language. 

This guide aims to demonstrate how to build a basic biomechanical model.

The following information is included:

• Step 1 - Load data (see page 3)

• Step 2 - Define input parameters (see page 5)

• Step 3 - Define variables (see page 7)

• Step 4 - Define events (see page 19)

• Step 5 - Define parameters (see page 21)

• Step 6 - Process trials (see page 25)

• Further resources (see page 26)

For a video introduction to ProCalc, see Introducing Vicon ProCalc: A 
modeling companion for Nexus 21.

https://youtu.be/bz9HUk5IAio
https://youtu.be/bz9HUk5IAio
https://youtu.be/bz9HUk5IAio
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Step 1 - Load data

ProCalc always needs some motion captured data to work with. The data is 
loaded from a C3D file, which could contain one or more of the following:

• 3D trajectories (XYZ positions of markers in space and time).
• Modeled data (joint angles, moments, forces, powers and so on), for 

example, from the Plug-in Gait model.
• Standard Vicon events (left/right/general foot strike/foot off/general).
• Analog data (for example EMG or force plates).

When you launch ProCalc, the main ProCalc interface appears:

The main window consists of four parts:

• Top left lists the variables or trials that you’re currently working with.
• Bottom left contains buttons, menus and other controls that lets you 

modify the variables.
• Top right contains the 3D workspace that shows you what you’re working 

with.
• Bottom right contains a textual log output window.
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To load data:

1. At the top left, click the Data Management tab.
2. Navigate to the desired .c3d file and double-click it.

The .c3d file is displayed in the 3D workspace as a stick figure, similar 
to the display in Vicon Nexus.
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Step 2 - Define input parameters

1. Click the Input Parameters tab, then click the Create button  at the 
top to create a new input parameter scheme.

2. Enter a name for your scheme, for example Tutorial, and press Enter 
on your keyboard.

3. Click the Add button   in the bottom left corner.
This creates a new input parameter for your Tutorial scheme.
The Input Parameters tab now looks similar to the following example:

4. Start to define your new input parameter. For example, if you want to 
use a subject measurement as an input parameter to your 
biomechanical model, from the Subject Measurements drop-down 
menu, which lists all the measurements currently associated with your 
trial, select the required measurement and click the Use button.
Alternatively, you can enter a name, define the parameter’s type, and 
enter a value directly, as well as its quantity and unit.
Note: Subject measurements differ from other parameters in that they 
are normally entered in Vicon Nexus prior to data collection, whereas 
other parameters are constant.
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For now, add a parameter with the following properties:
• Name: ConstantLength
• Type: Constant Parameter
• Value: 500
• Quantity: Length
• Unit: mm

This, as well as all other input parameters defined in this interface, can 
be used for later calculations.

5. When you’ve entered the parameters you require, click the Save button 

 at the top to save your changes.
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Step 3 - Define variables

Points and vectors
1. After you have completed Step 2 - Define input parameters (see page 5), 

click on the Variables tab at the top left of ProCalc’s main interface.

2. Click the Create button  to create a new Variables scheme and name 
it, for example, Tutorial, and then press Enter.

3. Below the variable list, click the Add button  to add a new 
variable. 
The display now looks similar to the following:

Variables are time-dependent and are typically calculated for every 
frame in the motion capture trial you’re working with. Each variable has 
a Name and a Function, and depending on which Function you have 
chosen, one or more Input Variables.

4. For now, define a new Variable called MyPoint. Enter this name, and 
note the two drop-down menus next to the Function label.
The first one contains the function group, whereas the second one 
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updates dynamically to show the relevant functions belonging to the 
chosen group.

5. Select the function group Point.
The second drop-down now contains all possible ways you can define a 
new point.

6. Select Halfway between A and B.
Note the interface below – the rows next to the labels A: and B: are 
active, and the drop-down menus in the Type columns have been set to 
Point.
This is how ProCalc always works – when you choose a function, the 
arguments that you can feed into that function dynamically update. 
The Type drop-down, in this case, contains only a single entry, namely 
Point, whereas for other function types, it may contain more than one 
option.
The type Point corresponds to all 3D entities that have an XYZ position 
in space – either a constant, or one that varies with time (in which case 
it is also known as a trajectory).

7. Choose the two points that you want to use as the input for your new 
point by selecting them from the drop-down menu in the Input Variable
column. For this tutorial, select LASI and RASI.
The following things now happen:
• Your new point will be valid, in other words it can be calculated. 

Therefore it is visualized in the workspace as both a new point and as 
a graph.
Tip: To display the graph, you may need to rotate the view in the 
workspace (click and drag).

• The new point’s value is shown in the Log window.
The point is shown in white, halfway between the LASI and RASI 
points, and its XYZ values are shown in the graph, where the red curve 
corresponds to X, the green curve to Y and the blue to Z (to remember 
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this, think XYZ = RGB).

8. Consider the other columns: XYZ, Factor, Timing and Event. First, try to 
change the XYZ drop-down for LASI to another value, eg, XY. This 
corresponds to a projection. In other words, instead of feeding the X, Y 
and Z values to the function, only LASI’s X and Y values are used, the Z 
is set to 0, which is the same as projecting the marker into the XY 
plane, or the lab’s transverse/floor plane. The other options let you 
project the value to the YZ or XZ planes, or onto the X, Y or Z axis. As 
you can see, ProCalc immediately updates the 3D workspace and log 
window to reflect your changes.

9. Edit the Factor text box, for example by entering the number 0.5. This 
multiplies the input XYZ values with the entered factor. Note that 
ProCalc updates only when you click outside the box in another active 
text box. 
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Timing options
Finally, you need to define the timing options. The default is Continuous. 
This means that the value is evaluated for the same time as is currently 
being calculated. The currently calculated time is shown on the time bar in 
the 3D workspace. The other options in this menu lets you evaluate the 
input variable at a different time from the one currently being calculated. 
This can be very useful, for example if you would like to know the walking 
direction of the subject.

Let’s use this as an example:

1. Change the current variable name from MyPoint to PelvisOrigin, noting 
that naming variables appropriately makes it easier to keep track of 
them later.

2. Click the Add button   again to add another variable. This time, 
name the variable WalkingDirectionVector, and from the first Function
drop-down menu, select Vector, and from the second drop-down menu, 
select From point A to point B.
This defines a 3D vector, which is a direction, in 3D space, between the 
points A and B.

3. Expand the Input Variable drop-down for both A and B, and choose the 
previously defined variable PelvisOrigin for both. 
This creates a vector of length 0, because it goes from a 3D point to 
the very same one. However, this is where we can change the timing 
options mentioned above.

4. From the Timing drop-down menu for A, select FirstValidFrame, then 
from the Timing drop-down menu for B, select LastValidFrame.
As you can see in the 3D workspace and the log, you have now created 
a vector that stars at the PelvisOrigin point’s very first valid 3D point in 
the trial to its very last valid point, which corresponds to the general 
direction the subject traveled throughout the trial. This is because the 
input variable is evaluated at a different time point from the one 
currently being calculated.
You can further expand this to include events defined in the trial. If 
your trial includes standard Vicon events such as Foot Contact or Foot 
Off, you can also evaluate an input variable for the previous, following, 
first, or last such event. (You choose the event type from the Event
column next to the Timing column. We will revisit this later when we 
define the Step Length parameter.)
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Define segments
One of the most powerful concepts in ProCalc is the ability to define 
segments. A segment can be defined in several ways, as shown in the 
following example.

To define a segment:

1. Click the Add button  again to add a new variable, and name 
the variable Pelvis.

2. From the Function drop-down menu, select Segment and then the 
option Origin A, Y-Axis=A->B, Z-Axis=(A->B)x(A->C).
This lets you specify a segment using the three points A, B, and C. The 
origin of the segment is A, the first axis (in this case Y) is the direction 
from point A to point B, and the second axis of the segment (in this 
case Z) is found by taking the cross-product of the first axis and the 
vector from point A to point C.
Tip: Remember, the cross product of two vectors results in a third 
vector that is perpendicular to both. Another way to look at this is that 
the segment’s second axis is perpendicular to the plane that contains 
the two vectors A->B and A→C.

3. For this example, let’s choose our previously defined PelvisOrigin point 
as point A. We’d like the Y-axis of our pelvis segment to point towards 
the left, so we choose the LASI point as our point B. Then we’d like the 
Z axis to point upwards (proximally), so we choose the LPSI point as our 
point C. 
At this stage, ProCalc displays the XYZ axis of the new segment, again 
using the color convention XYZ = RGB. As you can see, the third axis, X, 
points forward according to the right-hand convention. 
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You have now defined your first segment in ProCalc, and as you can 
see, a segment is a variable that has both a specific location and 
orientation in space and time. Segments are commonly used in 
biomechanical models to represent anatomical segments.

4. Another segment that we could define in ProCalc is one that 
corresponds to the subject’s progression frame. The progression frame 
is often defined as the laboratory axis that corresponds to the general 
walking direction of the subject, which – depending on how the 
calibration object is placed to define the laboratory axes – usually is 
either along X or Y axis, either in the negative or positive direction.

5. To define a progression frame, click the Add button   again and 
name the new variable ProgressionFrame.

6. Choose the Segment function group, but this time select the Origin A, 
X-Axis=lab axis closest to B, Z-Axis up option.

7. This option makes it easy to specify the progression frame, and all you 
need to do is to select the PelvisOrigin as your point A and the 
previously defined WalkingDirectionVector as the vector B.

You now have another segment anchored in the same origin point, but this 
time the segment’s axes are aligned with the laboratory axes instead of the 
pelvis markers. This leads us nicely to the next topic – let’s calculate some 
angles.
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Define angles
Angles in 3D is a rather complicated topic. There are many ways to define 
them, and the method you choose has a large impact on how the angle 
graphs look. It is beyond the scope of this guide to discuss this in detail, so 
if you need more information, please consult the relevant literature.

Our first task is to define the pelvis progression angles. These 
biomechanically meaningful angles are usually labeled “Pelvic Tilt” for the 
pelvis’ rotation around the mediolateral axis (sagittal plane), “Pelvic 
Obliquity” for the rotation around the anterior-posterior axis (coronal 
plane), and “Pelvic Rotation” for the rotation around the proximal-distal axis 
(transverse plane). By convention, these angles are calculated as Euler 
Angles.

1. Click the Add button   again to add another variable, and this 
time enter PelvicAngles as the variable name, select the Angle function 
group and then the Euler Angle: XYZ between A and B from the second 
drop-down. 
The Type column below automatically updates to Segment.

2. Choose the ProgressionFrame segment for A, and Pelvis for B.
The 3D workspace immediately updates to display the Euler angle 
you’ve just defined. In this case, we have chosen the XYZ rotation order 
for the Euler angles, which means that the rotation around the X (tilt) 
axis is done first, followed by Y (obliquity) and Z (rotation).
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Define lines and projections
There are times when we want to define variables of other types in 3D. In 
this section, we look at lines, which are similar to vectors except that lines 
have a fixed location in 3D. These can be very useful if we are calculating 
certain parameters, for example, step length in data that contains foot 
strike events.

However, let’s first look at how we define a line or a plane in ProCalc.

To define a line:

1. Click the Add button   and name the variable LeftStrideLine.
2. From the function group, select Line and then From point A to point B. 

This lets you define a simple line from point A to point B. In this case, 
we want to create a line that corresponds to a full strike for the left 
side.

3. To do this, select the LANK marker for both A and B, and from the 
Timing menu, choose Previous for A and Following for B. 
Note that the drop-downs menus in the Event column are now active – 
from here, choose the Left Foot Strike for both A and B. 
This defines a line that starts at LANK’s 3D point at the previous foot 
strike event to the LANK’s 3D point at the following foot strike event. 
This is only defined if the current time is between the two events, so 
scrub the time bar until you’re there. You should now see a line appear 
in the 3D workspace.
This is a great time to get to know one of the convenience features of 
ProCalc: the ability to copy and mirror a variable, as described in the 
next step.

4. Ensure that your selection is still on the LeftStrideLine variable and 

then click the  button, and then the   button. This first 
creates a copy of the variable, and then mirrors it – changing all 
references from left to right, and vice versa. If, as is often the case, you 
would like to define corresponding variables for both the left and right 
side of the body, this can be a great time saver.

5. Now let’s look at a point’s projection onto a line. Click the Add button 

  to add a new variable again, and call it 
RANK_LeftStrideLine_Proj.

6. Choose the function group Point and then Project: A onto B.
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7. For A, choose RANK and for B our LeftStrideLine. 
You will see the projection visualized in the 3D workspace.  

 
We will use this projected point later when we define the step length 
parameter.

8. For now, click the  button, and then the   button for 
this variable as well, to create one called LANK_RightStrideLine_Proj.

Define and compare distances
Another useful feature in ProCalc is the ability to calculate distances. Let’s 
say we would like to know how far the left foot is ahead or behind the right 
foot in the direction of walking. We first define a walking direction line by 
adding a new variable, calling it ProgressionLine, selecting Line and From 
point A to point B, and specifying A = PelvisOrigin with XYZ = XY, Timing = 
FirstValidFrame, and B = PelvisOrigin with XYZ = XY, Timing = 
LastValidFrame. This defines the line of progression in the floor (XY) plane.

We can now define a new variable called LANK_ProgressionLine_Proj and 
select Point and Project: A onto B, then set A = LANK and B = 
ProgressionLine. We then copy and mirror this to get 
RANK_ProgressionLine_Proj. These two new points correspond to the 
position of each foot along the line of progression.

Our aim is to calculate the distance traveled by these two points as a 
function of time. The challenge is that we don’t have a common reference 
point except the lab origin, which we cannot use because the subject 
typically crosses this point during the walk. Furthermore, the first valid 
point for the left side is obviously different from the one for the right side.
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One solution is to use the first valid point that is furthest from the origin. 
This is where the comparison operator comes into play.To use this 
technique:

1. Create a new variable called FootDistanceReferencePoint, and select 
the function type Comparison and then Max: A and B.

2. Choose Type = Point and specify A = LANK_ProgressionLine_Proj with 
Timing = FirstValidFrame and B = RANK_ProgressionLine_Proj, Timing = 
FirstValidFrame. The variable contains the point that is furthest from 
the origin, which is also the point from which we will calculate our 
distances.

3. We can now specify our distance variables. To do this, add 
LeftFootDistance, select Distance and then Distance: A to B, and select 
A = FootDistanceReferencePoint, B = LANK_ProgressionLine_Proj, copy 
and mirror.

4. Finally, to calculate how far ahead or behind the left foot is in 
comparison to the right, we simply add another variable called 
LeftFoot_v_RightFoot, select Arithmetic and Subtract: A – B, choose 
the type Length for both A and B and select the two variables we 
defined above. 
You should now see a nice curve that alternates between positive and 
negative values as the subject walks along, as shown in the following 
illustration.
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In summary, we have:

• Defined a progression line along the floor using the pelvis origin’s first 
and last valid positions.

• Projected the LANK and RANK marker positions onto this line.
• Figured out which of these positions is furthest from the origin.
• Using this point as the reference, calculated the distance to the 

projected LANK and RANK points.
• Subtracted one of these values from the other to get the difference.
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Other variable functions
There are many other functions that you may find useful in ProCalc:

• Calculate the velocity or acceleration of a 3D point or an angle (function 
groups Velocity and Acceleration).

• Calculate a value as a percentage of another value. For example, you 
could calculate the distance traveled by the left foot as a percentage of 
the total distance (function group Normalize).

• Calculate a point’s coordinates in a segment’s local coordinate system, or 
vice versa (function group Point > Transform: A to B’s local coordinates). 
You could, for example, calculate an anatomical marker’s position in a 
coordinate system defined by a marker cluster for a static trial, and then 
re-calculate the anatomical marker’s position as a virtual marker in the 
dynamic trials, where the marker is no longer present.

• Calculate a joint center position using the Conventional Gait/Plug-in Gait 
model’s method of using three markers to define the plane as well as a 
subject measurement offset value (function group Point > Joint Center).

• Calculate the cross or dot product between two vectors (function group 
Vector).
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Step 4 - Define events

Events are commonly used to identify key points in the motion captured 
data such as foot contact or foot off when the subject is walking, or any 
other event type which can be used, for example, to time normalize the 
kinematic data.

ProCalc automatically reads the standard Vicon events from the input .c3d
file – left/right/general foot contact/foot off/general.

Additionally, you can choose to add more events using ProCalc’s event 
generation schemes.

To create an event scheme:

1. At the top of ProCalc’s main window, click on the Events tab, click the 

Create button  to create a new event scheme and as before, name it 
Test and press Enter.

2. As for the other schemes, click the Add button  to add a new 
event.

3. Note that the window now looks similar to the following:

4. Your first choice is whether to add a custom event or one of the Vicon 
standard events. For this tutorial, we will create a couple of new 
custom events that define the middle of a walking trial’s swing phase. 
We define this as the point where the swinging foot’s position in the 
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direction of travel first moves ahead of the stance foot.
First, make sure that the chosen event type is General Custom Event, 
then enter LeftMidSwing as the event’s name.

5. From the drop-down menus next to the Event triggered by label, select 
Length, and then the LeftFoot_v_RightFoot variable that we defined 
previously. Then, we choose to add the event at the Threshold crossing
of value 0 (the default) absolute value in the Direction Up. This means 
that whenever the variable LeftFoot_v_RightFoot crosses from being 
negative to being positive, we add a LeftMidSwing event.
You can also add more conditions for the event generation:
• The event must stay over/under the threshold for a certain number of 

milliseconds. This condition helps avoid a double identification if 
there’s a little noise just around the threshold value. In our case, we 
know that the left foot will stay in front of the right foot until the 
right foot comes swinging back, which, even for fast walking, will 
take half a second or so, so we could specify 200ms for this 
parameter.

• If you’d like the new events only to be added between events that are 
already present, you also have the option of telling ProCalc only to 
add event between two other events.

• You can also add a dependency on another event, requiring this to be 
below, above, equal to or not equal to another variable. This could, for 
example, be useful if you’re trying to define a foot contact events, 
and in order to reduce the possibility of false positives you might 
require the heel marker’s vertical position to be below a certain 
value.

Note that the events generated by the event definition currently 
chosen in ProCalc’s event list are visualized on the time bar as yellow 
bars. The event times, in seconds, are also output to the log.
Also note that you have several other options for the condition to 
define the event. You can choose to define it at a variable’s maximum 
or minimum value, or you can define the threshold as a relative rather 
than absolute value, either as a percentage of the variable’s range, 
maximum or minimum value.
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Step 5 - Define parameters

Calculating parameters is the final step in the ProCalc workflow. Often, 
either for research or clinical purposes, it is useful to extract particular 
parameters from the captured data. These might be parameters that are 
being investigated as part of a research project where statistical 
calculations are performed on the output, or they might be clinically 
relevant parameters that are compared with “normal” parameters, to 
ascertain how much the patient's movements deviate from them.

To define parameters:

1. In a similar way to the other scheme types, click on the Parameters tab, 

click the Create button , name the scheme and press Enter.

2. Add a new parameter by clicking the Add button .
A screen similar to the following is displayed:

3. We will first extract some parameters from the variables we defined 
earlier, at the events we also defined earlier. To do this:
a. Look at the Function drop-down menus – the first contains the 

function groups, the second contains the function. For your first 
parameter, select the Value group and the Variable A [Event A]
function. This simply calculates a specific variable’s value at every 
occurrence of the specified event. Already you see one of the key 
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concepts of parameters: they are not necessarily unique for a trial, 
there could be multiple occurrences of them, depending on the 
combination of variables and events.

b. From the A Type list, select EulerAngle, and then from the Input 
Variable list, select PelvicAngles. From the XYZ list, select X, and 
from the Input Events list, select LeftMidSwing.

c. Name this parameter LeftPelvicAngleMidSwing, and look at the 
calculated parameter’s value in the log to ascertain if it looks 
reasonable or not.

d. Note that you can also change the output unit – in this case, you 
can change the default deg (degrees) to rad (radians).

e. As for the other schemes, you can also click the Copy button 

 and the Mirror button   to create the equivalent 
parameter for the other side.
You can use many different functions when defining parameters. 
Try them out in the interface, or for a full description, see Functions 
for defining parameters in the Vicon ProCalc Product Guide.

To explore other parameters, try the following:

• Click the Add button , name the parameter, then for the 
Function group, select Time, and the Event A option. 
This returns the time of Event A, which is perhaps not very interesting in 
itself. However, if at the bottom of the interface you select Time 
Normalize Between and select two events, you could, for example, 
investigate whether the mid-swing event really happens half-way 
between the foot off and the foot contact event – simply select the 
check box and choose from the drop-down menus.

• Click the Add button , then select the Total time group, Above 
Value [Event A, Event B] and the type Point, the variable LHEE, and the 
component Z.
a. In the Threshold Value field, type in 50 and select % cycle max from 

the drop-down menu.
b. For events A and B, select Left Foot Strike (for both events)
c. Select Time Normalize Between, and select the same two events.
This calculates the percentage of the gait cycle where the LHEE marker’s 
Z coordinate is at least half the value of the LHEE marker’s maximum Z 
value for the current cycle (to use the overall maximum Z coordinate 
instead, simply change the threshold value’s definition to % trial max).
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• Click the Add button , name the parameter, then select the 
Average function group, the Variable A [Event A, Event B], then 
EulerAngle, PelvicAngles and X.

For input events A and B select Left Foot Off and Left Foot Strike
The average pelvic tilt during swing is returned.

• Click the Add button , name the parameter, then select the 3D
function group, the Distance Travelled Variable A [Event A, Event B], then 
Point, LANK, XYZ and Left Foot Strike to Left Foot Strike.
This returns the total distance traveled by the LANK marker during the 
gait cycle along the path of the marker’s trajectory. (To calculate the 
straight line distance, select the Distance Variable A [Event A] to Variable 
B [Event B] and for both A and B, specify LANK).

• Click the Add button , name the parameter, then select the 
Temporal function group, then  Double Support [Event A, Event B] – 
[Event C, Event D].
Double support is defined as the amount of time both feet are on the 
ground as a percentage of the gait cycle, and for the left side this 
corresponds to the stance time (foot contact to foot off) minus the right 
side’s swing time (foot off to foot contact). Therefore, for A, select Left 
Foot Strike, for B, select Left Foot Off, for C select Right Foot Off and for 
D select Right Foot Strike. In other words, A->B is ipsilateral stance 
whereas C->D is contralateral swing.
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Parameter types
When you define parameters, you can choose what you want to use the 
parameter for. There are three initial choices:

• Export parameter – The parameter is exported to Microsoft Excel when 
the scheme is processed.

• Model parameter – The parameter is calculated and stored internally to 
be used for later processing. This is especially useful if your calculations 
require certain offset values to be calculated from a static trial, which 
will be used in the dynamic trial.

• Internal parameter – The parameter is used as an intermediate step for 
calculating other parameters.

To choose the parameter type, select the Model Parameter or Export 
Parameter check boxes. If neither of these is selected, the parameter is an 
internal one.
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Step 6 - Process trials

You’ve now set up schemes for processing one or more trials, so let’s run 
them.

To process a trial:

1. Click on the Data Management tab and locate a session where you 
have trials containing the input trajectories that you used when 
defining the schemes (the standard Plug-in Gait marker set).

2. Mark one or more trials. To this by click the trial and press the space 
bar, or alternatively right-click the trial and select Mark.

3. At the bottom of the tab, ensure the required schemes are selected for 
Input Parameters, Variables, Events and Parameters.

4. If you want to export all the cycles from the trial individually, select 
Export Cycles.
If you do not select Export Cycles, all cycles are averaged and exported 
to Excel as an average/standard deviation pair.

5. Click Process Marked Trials.

After a few seconds, an Excel spreadsheet with your results is 
displayed.
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2 https://www.vicon.com/support
3 mailto:support@vicon.com
4 mailto:support@vicon.com
5 mailto:support@vicon.com

Further resources

If you need more information than that supplied in the documentation or

on the Vicon Support web pages2, please contact  Vicon:

Denver, CO 
Vicon Denver
7388 S. Revere Parkway, 
Suite 901
Centennial
CO 80112
USA
T:303.799.8686
F:303.799.8690

E: support@vicon.com3

Oxford, UK  
Vicon Oxford
Unit 6, Oxford Industrial 
Park
Mead Road, Yarnton
Oxford
OX5 1QU
United Kingdom
T:+44.1865.261800
F:+44.1865.240527

E: support@vicon.com4 

Los Angeles, CA  
Vicon LA
3750 S. Robertson 
Boulevard, Suite 100
Culver City
Los Angeles
CA 90232
USA
T:310.437.4499
F:310.388.3200

E: support@vicon.com5

https://www.vicon.com/support
https://www.vicon.com/support
mailto:support@vicon.com
mailto:support@vicon.com
mailto:support@vicon.com
mailto:support@vicon.com
mailto:support@vicon.com
mailto:support@vicon.com
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